The UAV Investment Report 2016 Market Development and Investment Trends

Description: This report delivers detailed insights into today's trends in investments in the drone industry. This 30 page report analyzes the history of investments in the UAV sector and provides numbers based trends for the future of investments.

Next to a broad wrap up you receive Company Profiles of 10 Drone Companies and 10 Investor Companies (Appendix I) as well as all (184) Drone Investment Deals from 2015 to Q1 2016 (Appendix II).

Summary

The commercial unmanned aviation industry is still in its infant days, thus presenting an apparently unlimited diversity of products.

Unmanned aircraft and related systems have the potential to bring many positive changes in the UAV industry. While large companies and public sector organizations are considering innovative ways to make the productive use of UAV, a raft of inventors have already presented fantastic hardware, software, and operational products.

In addition, a number of venture capitalists have already explored the inherent capabilities of this new industrial sector. This significant growth has contributed to the funding record year of 2015.
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